This report gives an overview of a parallel version of the NCAR Community Climate Model, CCMZ, implemented for MIMD massively parallel computers using a messagepassing programming paradigm. The parallel implementation was developed on an Intel iPSC/860 with 128 processors and on the Intel Delta with 512 processors, and the initial target platform for the production version of the code is the Intel Paragon with 2048 processors. Because the implementation uses a standard, portable message-passing libraries, the code has been easily ported to other multiprocessors supporting a message-passing programming parahm.
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INTRODUCTION
The Computer Hardware, Advanced Mathematics, and Model Physics (CHAMMP) program [9] seeks to provide climate researchers with an advanced modeling capability for the study of global change issues. As a first goal in the program, current state-of-the-art models have been implemented on massively parallel computers, allowing an increase in spatial resolution. Accomplishment of this task provides the groundwork for the second goal, which is the development of a coupled oceanic and atmospheric model to produce an advanced climate model with improved process representation.
Toward the realization of the program's first objective, a parallel version of the Community Climate Model CCM2 has been developed for scalable parallel MIMD distributed memory computers. Development of the PCCMP serves two objectives. First, it provides a performance benchmark to indicate how well the current massively parallel computers perform in comparison with machines of a more conventional architecture. Second, it defines the starting point of a development path for future climate models that will couple atmospheric and oceanic models. These models will incorporate more comprehensive physics, different numerical methods and may be written in other parallel programming styles for computers with many thousands of processors.
PCCMZ uses a message-passing, domain decomposition approach, in which each processor is allocated responsibility for computation associated with one part of the computational grid. Messages between processors are generated when data on one processor is needed to complete the computational task of another processor. Much of the research effort associated with development of a parallel code for a distributed computation is concerned with identifying efficient decomposition and communication strategies while at the same time balancing the computational load among the processors. In the PCCM2, this task is complicated by the need to support both semi-Lagrangian transport (for moisture) and spectral transforms (for other fields). Load balancing plays an important role for the physics calculations as well as the spectral dynamics. Parallel input/output are also required for efficient use of a massively parallel processor.. This report gives a brief overview of the parallel algorithms required to implement CCM2 and describes performance issues on distributed memory multiprocessors. The target machine for the parallel code is the Intel Paragon, and a single program, multiple data (SPMD) programming paradigm with message passing was adopted. The code uses the Message Passing Interface (MPI) standard for interprocessor communication providing a degree of portability across platforms. Optionally, the code can be configured so that message passing uses the Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) constructs for execution across a heterogeneous network of computers, or machine specific (native) communication libraries.
of medium-range (one-to two-week) forecast error is due to the drift toward a model climate which differs from that of the atmosphere. Thus, improvements in the climate aspects of the model should lead to improvements in forecasts. Similarly, many physical parameterizations are deterministic rather than statistical in the sense that they are based on the details of the current model state rather than on some past statistical properties. Thus, performance aspects of parameterized physics can be studied, improved, and verified by examining them in a forecast mode.
Because of the extension of the role of the CCM to include forecast studies as well as climate studies, and because of the expected widespread use for both purposes by university as well as NCAR scientists, a versatile, modular, and well-documented code became essential. The initial version designated CCMOB was developed to meet these requirements. This code grew out of an adiabatic, inviscid version of the spectral model developed at the European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) by A.P.M. Baede, M. Jarraud, and U. Cubasch [2] to which physical parameterizations and numerical approximations matching those of CCMOA were added. The physical parameterizations included the radiation and cloud routines developed at NCAR [28] and convective adjustment, stable condensation, vertical diffusion, surface fluxes, and surface-energy-balance prescription developed at the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) [32] [24] [33] [19] . The vertical and temporal finite differences matched those of the Australian spectral model 161. The resulting model code, designated CCMOB, was described in a series of technical notes which included a User's Guide [31] , a description of model subroutines [39] , a detailed description of the continuous algorithms [38] , and circulation statistics from long January and July simulations [42] .
The advantages of the community model concept, in which many scientists use the same basic model for a variety of scientific studies, were demonstrated in workshops held at NCAR in July 1985 [l] , July 1987 [44] , and July 1990 [45] . Fundamental strengths and weaknesses of the model have been identified at these workshops through the presentation of a diverse number of applications of the CCM. Much constructive dialogue has taken place between experts in several disciplines at these meetings leading to continued improvements in the CCM with each release.
CCMOB was followed with CCMl in July of 1987 and included a similar set of detailed technical documentation [40] [5] [4] 1431 [16] . Substantial changes were incorporated in the radiation scheme, including a new solar albedo parameterization accounting for the solar zenithangle dependence of albedo on various surface types, improvements to the absorption of solar radiation by H20 and 0 2 , improvements to the long wave absorptance algorithms for H 2 0 , CO2 and 0 3 , changes to account for the liquid water content of stratiform clouds in determining their emissivity, and incorporation of a new finite-difference scheme in the long wave part of the radiation model (see [22] ). The vertical hite-difference approximations were modified to conserve energy without adversely affecting the model simulations, and frictional heating was included so that the momentum diffusion produced a corresponding heating term in the thermodynamic equation. The latter two improvements resulted in the energy in the model being conserved to the order of one W me2 and moisture to one-hundredth W m-2 energy equivalent over 90-day periods. The horizontal diffusion was modified to a V4 form in the troposphere and included a partial correction for evaluating the operator on pressure surfaces rather than sigma surfaces. The local moisture adjustment was generalized to provide for a global horizontal borrowing [30] in a conserving manner. The vertical diffusion was converted to a nonlinear form for which the eddy-mixing coefficient depended on local shear and stability. The diffusion was applied throughout the atmosphere rather than only below 500 mb as done in CCMOB, which eliminated the need for a dry convective adjustment in the troposphere. The surface drag coefficient was made a function of stability following Deardorff [SI and the equation of state was modified to formally account for moisture in the atmosphere (Le., virtual temperature was used where appropriate and the variation with moisture of the specific heat at constant pressure was accounted for). In addition to the above changes to the physics, CCMl included new capabilities such as a seasonal mode in which the specified surface conditions vary with time, and an optional interactive surface hydrology 171 which followed the formulation presented by Manabe [24] . Since the CCMl could also be used as a global forecast model, codes to prepare initial data in the CCM history tape format from analyzed observed atmospheric data, such as FGGE Level IIIb analyses [25] , and codes to perform nonlinear normal mode initialization [13] [12] were made available.
As a result of the biennial CCM workshops mentioned earlier, the underlying philosophy of the CCM was modified. The original intent was to provide a stable, robust model applicable to a variety of problems. Thus the most recent developments in model physics were deliberately not included in the physical parameterizations in order to provide stable, well known algorithms. This approach leads to more straightforward interpretation of experimental results. The discussions in the workshops highlighted the strengths of this approach, but also pointed out the need for a state-of-the-science model to address many of the very important climate questions being raised today. The decision was made that the next version of the CCM should be brought up to date in all its aspects. Thus the most recent version of the CCM, CCM2, which is expected to be released during the summer of 1991, incorporates the most ambitious set of changes to date. The bulk of the effort in the NCAR Climate Modeling Section over the last several years has been to improve the physical representation of a wide range of key climate processes in the CCM, including clouds and radiation, moist convection, the planetary boundary layer, and transport. The resulting changes to the model have resulted in a significantly improved simulation and fundamentally better climate model. On the parameterized physics side, changes indude the incorporation of a diurnal cycle, along with the required multilayer heat capacity soil model, and major improvements to the radiation scheme, including a 6-Eddington solar scheme (18 spectral bands), a new cloud albedo parameterization, a new cloud emissivity formulation using liquid water path length, a new cloud fraction parameterization, and a Voigt correction to infrared radiative cooling in stratosphere. The moist adiabatic adjustment procedure has been replaced with a stability-dependent mass flux representation of moist convection, and an explicit planetary boundary layer parameterization is now included, along with a modified gravity-wave drag parameterization which introduces changes in the generation and vertical distribution of momentum drag as well as providing the framework for a longer-term non-isotropic formalism.
On the dynamics side, a semi-Lagrangian transport scheme is now the default for water vapor as well as an arbitrary number of other scalar fields (e.g., cloud water variables, chemical constituents, etc.) and the vertical coordinate makes use of a hybrid (or generalized 0) formulation. The model has been developed for a standard horizontal spectral resolution of T42 (2.8 degrees by 2.8 degrees transform grid) with 18 vertical levels and a top at approximately 2.9 mb. The entire model code is also being entirely rewritten with three major objectives: much greater ease of use and modification; conformation to a plug-compatible physics interface; and the incorporation of single-job multitasking capabilities.
CCM2 provides the basis for a large body of experimental and developmental efforts by a large community of university and NCAR climate investigators, many of whom may not be directly involved in the CHAMMP initiative. Because of the community nature of the enterprise, new methods and process modules are continually emerging. The new methods will be incorporated in future releases and versions of the model as seems appropriate for computer efficiency and the requirement for increased capabilities.
PARALLEL ALGORITHMS
There are two major dynamics algorithmsin the CCM2 code, the spectral transform method [ll] , [23] , [27] and the semi-Lagrangian transport method [41] . The process models for radiation, clouds, surface moisture and temperature share the common feature that they are coupled horizontally only through the dynamics. We lump all these processes under the general term "physics" and note that the physics calculations are independent for each vertical column of grid cells in the model.
The independence of the physics calculations for each horizontal grid point is the primary source of parallelism in the PCCMP. By partitioning the horizontal grid points into blocks and assigning them to processors, a decomposition of the three dimensional, physical space data structures is defined. This decomposition allows the physics calculation for each vertical column of grid points to be performed without the need for interprocessor communication.
The dynamics calculations make use of the spectral transform method for the approximation of all horizontal derivates in the equations except those of the advective term in the moisture transport equation. The spectral transform involves two stages or two separate transforms, the fast Fourier transform (FFT) and the Legendre transform. The Fourier transform integrates information along each east-west grid line in the longitudinal direction. In the spectral transform from grid space to spectral space, this is followed by a Legendre transform integrating the results of the FFT in the north-south, or latitudinal, direction. Thus, the spectral transform operates on data "globally" in that information from each horizontal grid point, and from each processor, contributes to each spectral coefficient. The FFT can be performed effectively in parallel [lo] by exploiting the fact that there are multiple grid lines to be transformed at any one time. Two options for parallel FFT's are currently implemented in PCCM2. One is based on transposing the FFT data so that entire longitude lines are contained in a processor. Since there are multiple lines for each longitude and level, the parallel FFT's can be spread nearly equally among the processors. At the conclusion of the FFT, the data are transposed back to the original processor distribution. The other option is a distributed parallel FFT, where each longitude line is divided across a number of processors. A vector sum algorithm is used to calculate the Legendre transform in PCCM2. The parallelization of the spectral transforms in PCCMZ has driven most of the design decisions adopted for the organization of the data structures.
The advective terms in the moisture equation are approximated using a semi-Lagrangian transport method. The method updates the value of the moisture field at a grid point (the arrival point, A) by first establishing a trajectory through which the particle arriving at A has moved during the current timestep. From this trajectory the departure point, D, is calculated and the moisture field is interpolated at D using shape preserving interpolation. All the calculations involve physical space (grid point) data, and are decomposed over the processors with the same mesh decomposition used to parallelize the physics and the spectral transform. The parallel implementation of this algorithm uses the fact that timestep constraints imposed by the Eulerian dynamics limit the distance between the departure and arrival points in the latitude direction. By extending the arrays in each processor, thus "overlapping" regions assigned to neighboring processors, and updating the overlapped portion of the array prior to each timestep via interprocessor communication, the calculations in the different processors can proceed independently.
The rest of this section describes in more detail the data decomposition and parallel algorithms for the Legendre transform and the semi-Lagrangian transport. A detailed description and comparison of parallel algorithms can be found in the series of papers. [14, 46, 10, 151. More details on the parallel CCMP, and a description of load balancing techniques used in the physics component of the model, can be found in other papers [21, 471 . A data parallel implementation of PCCM2 is described in [18] and a modestly parallel implementation for shared memory and distributed memory (1-D decomposition) is described in [17].
The Spectral Transform Algorithm
The spectral transform method is based on a dual representation of the scalar fields in terms of a truncated series of spherical harmonic functions and in terms of values on a rectangular tensor-product grid whose axes represent longitude and latitude. Representations of the state variables in spectral space are the coefficients of an expansion in terms of complex exponentials and associated Legendre functions, where P,"(p) is the (normalized) associated Legendre function [34] and i = 1/-7. The spectral coefficients are then determined by the equation since the spherical harmonics P,"(p)ei'mx form an orthonormal basis for square integrable functions on the sphere. In the truncated expansion, M is the highest Fourier mode and N ( m ) is the highest degree of the associated Legendre function in the north-south representation. Since the physical quantities are real, < ; m is the complex conjugate of (z, and only spectral coefficients for nonnegative modes need to be calculated.
To evaluate the spectral coefficients numerically, a fast Fourier transform (FFT) is used to find tm(p) for any given p. The Legendre transform is approximated using a Gaussian indices of the spectral coefficients make up a triangular array. The examples in the rest of this section will assume a triangular truncation is used.
Data Decompositions
In the spectral transform algorithm, computations are performed in both the physical and spherical harmonic (or spectral) domains, and transforming from one domain to the other involves passing through the Fourier domain, whose coordinates are Fourier wavenumber and latitude coordinates. Thus, we must be concerned with the distribution of data in three domains.
In specifying the domain decompositions, the multiprocessor is viewed as a logical P x Q two dimensional processor grid. ( P and Q are currently compile-time parameters for PCCM2.) For the physical domain, the latitudinal dimension is partitioned into 2Q intervals, each containing J / 2 Q consecutive grid lines along the latitude axis. Each processor row is assigned two of these intervals, one from the northern hemisphere, and the reflected latitudes in the southern hemisphere. This assignment allows symmetry to be exploited in the Legendre transform. The assignment also restricts Q, the number of processor rows, to be no larger than J / 2 .
The longitudinal dimension is partitioned into P equal intervals, with each interval being assigned to a different processor column. The resulting "block" decomposition of the physical domain is illustrated in Fig. 1 for a small example.
The Fourier domain can be regarded as a wavenumber-latitude grid, so, like the physical domain, the Fourier domain is two-dimensional. However, a different decomposition is used.
The differences arise because of the way in which the FFT algorithm permutes the ordering of the output Fourier coefficients [36] . But, modulo this reordering, the wavenumber "dimension" is partitioned into P sets of consecutive wavenumbers, with each set being assigned to a different processor column. The partitioning function in the latitude direction is the same as in the physical domain. See Fig. 1 for an example decomposition.
The spectral domain can also be regarded as two dimensional. For example, for a triangular truncation, the domain is a triangular grid whose axes are wavenumber and degree of associated Legendre polynomial ( n ) . The wavenumber "dimension" is partitioned and assigned to processors exactly as for the Fourier domain, i.e. the wavenumbers are reordered, partitioned into consecutive blocks, and assigned to the processor columns. But, unlike the physical and Fourier domains, the remaining dimension in the spectral domain is not partitioned. Instead, all spectral coefficients associated with a given wavenumber are duplicated across all processors in the processor column to which that wavenumber was assigned. It is this duplication that allows the vector sum algorithm described below to be used. Again, see Fig. 1 for an example decomposition .
Note that in a triangular truncation, the number of spectral coefficients associated with a given Fourier wavenumber decreases as the wavenumber increases. Without the reordering of the wavenumbers caused by the FFT, this would cause a noticeable load imbalance, with processor columns associated with larger wavenumbers having very few spectral coefficients. The reordering of the wavenumbers leads to a much better load balance.
Parallel Legendre Transform
The forward and inverse Legendre transforms are with the same wavenumber m, and so depends only on data assigned to a single processor column. Each processor in that column can calculate independently its contribution to C, " , using data associated with the latitudes assigned to that processor. To finish the calculation, these P contributions need to be summed, and the result needs to be rebroadcast to all P processors, since spectral coefficients are duplicated within the processor column. To minimize communication costs, local contributions to all spectral coefficients can be calculated first, leaving a P-way vector sum (made up of the local contributions to all of the spectral coefficients assigned to this processor column) and rebroadcast to be calculated. This motivates naming this approach the vector sum algorithm. The column-wise vector sum is a separate step in the algorithm, and the communication is not overlapped with computation. But there are sophisticated techniques for calculating the vector sum that effectively minimize both the communication cost and the associated parallel computation cost. Currently we use a variant of the recursive halving algorithm [35] .
For the inverse transform, calculation of <m(,uj) requires only spectral coefficients associated with wavenumber m, all of which are local to every processor in the corresponding processor column. Thus, no interprocessor communication is required in the inverse transform.
In summary, using the vector sum algorithm to compute the Legendre transforms incurs no additional computational cost, is perfectly parallel with good load balance within a processor column, and requires interprocessor communication in only the forward transform. Moreover, this communication can be implemented very efficiently. Furthermore, few modifications to CCMS were required to implement this algorithm in PCCMS.
The disadvantages of the vector sum algorithm are that all computations within the spectral domain must be calculated redundantly (in the processor column), the communication in the forward Legendre transform can not be overlapped with communication, and additional storage is required to hold the duplicated spectral coefficients. Since relatively little work is done in the spectral domain in CCM2, this redundant work has not proved to be an issue, and the vector sum has proved to be a viable parallel algorithm for PCCMS. For a more detailed discussion of these issues see [14, 46, 10, 15, 211.
Semi-Lagrangian Transport
The advection of moisture in CCM2 uses a semi-Lagrangian transport (SLT) method in conjunction with shape preserving interpolation [41] . The method updates the value of the moisture field at a grid point (the arrival point, A) by first establishing a trajectory through which the particle arriving at A has moved during the current timestep (2At). This trajectory is found iteratively using the interpolated velocity field at the mid-point, M, of the trajectory. From this mid-point the departure point, D, is calculated and the moisture field is interpolated at D using shape preserving interpolation. All the calculations involve physical space (grid point) data and are decomposed over the processors with the same mesh decomposition described above.
The modifications made for the parallel implementation involved a redefinition of the extended grid arrays already implemented for the SLT. Extended grids are necessary since cubic interpolation requires two additional points outside the region being interpolated. Extending the grids even further leads to regions of overlap among the processors, but it can be guaranteed that with enough extension the departure point and subsequent interpolation of the moisture field will use only the data on the extended grid, and thus local to the processor. The amount of the extension is controlled by separate parameters for the latitudinal and longitudinal directions.
The overlap regions on each processor must be updated each timestep. Communication is blocked in such a way to allow the possibility of overlap with more than one processor. This can occur, for example, when a large number of processors are used and each processor has only two latitudes. The setting of the extended grid at the poles also requires communication between processors. In particular, the pole point, which occupies an entire latitude line in the extended grid, is assigned a value based on the zonal average of nearby latitude lines. A sum across the pole processors is required for this to be calculated. Since the pole processors lie on the first row of the processor mesh, a separate procedure is used for these processors.
PARALLEL MODEL VALIDATION STUDIES
Validation of the CCM2 implementation has been done on several levels. Code internals and algorithm equivalency must be checked for any code port. But as a climate model, special steps are required for CCM2. The model has already been validated by NCAR a s a viable representation of the earth's atmosphere and as a climate model yielding present day earth climate statistics when forced by present climatological boundary conditions. The purpose of the validation studies here, is not to return to validation against observational data but to verify that the ported model yields the same climate statistics as any other implementation. Specifically, output is compared with a set of Cray YMP runs. Since the underlying weather phenomena modeled by a climate model is sensitive to initial conditions, so is the CCM2. Due to differences in machine arithmetic, the particular path taken by the computation will not be the same on two different machines. But the speed of separation of the paths follows known rates and the time averaged statistics should be the same within bounds of climate variability. So the comparison with another machine implementation is not arbitrary. It is recommended that any port of the PCCM2 to another platform perform the same validation exercises.
As a first order check on accuracy and the parallel implementation a check is performed of the transformation of initial conditions. Input data are read and transformed to spectral space in the initialization phase of the code. After spectral truncation and transformation back to physical space the data should match very closely (machine precision) with the CRAY result. This is the first check and validates the parallel spectral transform. The second check verifies that the growth of error between the parallel (or ported sequential) results and the NCAR CRAY results is within expected bounds. A third validation compares the monthly averages for all prognostic fields at the end of a three month perpetual January simulation. Finally, climate statistics are examined for seasonal averages of multi-year runs.
The standard working precision of the code is 64bit, although a single precision option is available at compile time. The single precision (32bit) calculation was found to be inaccurate unless the Gauss points and weights used in the spectral method were calculated in double precision. So these parts of the calculation are always performed in 64 bit precision.
Error Growth
If the code is run on a different computer with even slight differences in machine arithmetic, the resulting output from the model will be different. The model is sensitive to initial conditions, and the particular path or trajectory taken by the model state represents the natural variability of the climate system. However, the rate of departure of the model state when started from slightly perturbed initial conditions is well known. A study by Rosinski and Williamson [29] indicates the expected departure in the temperature field, for example. A key component of the validation of the model implementation is the comparison of model output with CRAY model output. The CRAY model has been extensively compared with observational data and the characteristics (and shortcomings) of the model climate are documented in [20] .
The following graphs give a comparison of diagnostic output from a CRAY YMP 1 day run and parallel runs on an 8x8 mesh on the Intel Paragon and an IBM SP2. The same T42 simulation was performed on each machine. The time step size is 20 minutes for a total of Figure 2 shows the root mean square of the temperature for the CRAY version of CCM2 and PCCM2 on the Paragon and SP2. The curves are indistinguishable graphically indicating several digits of agreement. Figure 3 shows the difference between the results for the parallel versions on the Paragon and the SP2.
A closer look at the other summary output from the model indicates the level of agreement of the implementations on different platforms. All these indicate very close agreement and are a substantial component of the validation of the implementations. Figure 4 shows the difference of the root mean square of the vorticity between the CRAY results and either the Paragon or SP2 results. Figure 5 shows the differences in the root mean square divergence and Figure 6 shows differences for the global moisture integral.
A comparison of history tapes at the end of a 1 day run was performed using the CCM post processor to analyze all the fields. The same level of agreement was found. 
Reproducibility
Changing the number of processors for the simulation is like changing the machine on which the code is run. Consistency of the numerical results is therefore an issue for production runs where the number of processors may change over the course of the simulation. This issue is referred to as reproducibility and can be paraphrased by asking if the results from one machine configuration exactly (bit for bit) reproduce the results from another machine configuration on the same machine.
Non-reproducibility can arise in otherwise "correct" parallel implementations due to the nonassociativity of floating point addition. In the parallel spectral algorithm the order of the sum in the Legendre transform is different depending on the number of processors. The computation of global sums for diagnostics is also sensitive to the order in which the sum is taken. But it is possible to impose order by carefully structuring the parallel algorithms. This reordering results in little loss of performance.
The PCCM2.1 is fully reproducible for power of two horizontal resolutions: T21, T42, T85, T170, etc. If on changing numbers of processors on a given machine, the results differ by any amount, then there is an implementation error (bug) or hardware problem. This feature has helped tremendously in trouble shooting problems with the implementation on new architectures.
. PARALLEL CCM2 USER'S GUIDE
This User's Guide is an extension to the NCAR CCM2 User's Guide [3] for execution in a distributed memory parallel environment. Many of the procedures described are installation and machine specific to the Intel Paragon at Oak Ridge National Laboratory or the IBM SP2 at Argonne National Laboratory. The implementations of the PCCM2 have left as much as possible of the original NCAR coding and procedures in place so that anyone familiar with the use of the CCM2 code can make the transition to use of the parallel code with minimal effort. The "physics" routines are essentially untouched allowing easy modification of PCCM2 by users in pursuit of their scientific research with little regard to parallelism.
Following the NCAR CCM2 User's Guide [3] we first present the details necessary for running the code on various parallel platform. Next we describe PCCM2 intern& and material that might be useful for making modifications to the code and setting it up on a particular system. The first subsection presents execution scripts for use on the Intel Paragon running OSF/1 Version 1.3 or later. Environment variables that must be set for the execution are described and pertinent libraries are named for the standard control simulation. Section 5.2 describes the setup of the history tape output in the parallel environment. To efficiently execute in a parallel environment the large volume of code output must be processed in parallel, striping the output across several RAID'S and using multiple 1/0 nodes. High bandwidth is achieved in this way. Accessing the history tape outputs and converting them to a format readable by other machines is accomplished using the filters described in section 5.3.5.
The final section discusses post processing tools for the PCCM2 model output.
Running the Model
The following namelist file can be used for an initial run. NNBDAT = 000901, NNBSEC = 0, NNDBAS = 0, HNSBAS = 0, MFILT = 10, DTIME = 1200., XESTEP = 262800, NHTFRQ = 7 2 , IRAD = -1, IRADAE = -12, SSTCYC = .T., OZHCYC = .T., DIF4=1.E16, PARHIST = .F., ACCRST = .T., LEND
Intel Paragon
The Paragon has two logical classes of processors, compute nodes and service nodes. When you log in to the Paragon, a service node responds to UNIX commands. Compilation and linking are also handled by the service nodes. To run a parallel program a partition of compute nodes must be assigned to the user. This is done using the mkpart, cmkpart, pexec commands. Partitions are removed using rmpart, cmnpart commands. Loading the program on the compute nodes is done under OSF/l by executing the code with a partition name. For example, pccm2 -pn chammp001. The pexec command both creates a partition and loads a code. The form of the command is pexec -sz 64 pccm2. (See the man entry for application on the Paragon systems for further information.)
An environment variable is set by the user to identify the directory in which the code is to find input files and in which to create the output files. The input datasets can also be specified by giving the full path names in the namelast input. In the example below, the execution path environment variable is set to the users PFS directory. The following commands run the pccm2 code on 256 processors (16x16 mesh) in a parallel file system directory named chammp/t42.
%setenv CCM-EXEC-PATH /pf s/chammp/t42 xpexec -sz 256 pccm2 &
In the PFS directory the code expects to find the initial condition and boundary input datasets as well as the nanaelist input in a file named fort.050. The standard error and output files from node zero of the parallel execution will be placed in files named pccm.out.0000 and pccm. error. 0000.
The PCCM2.1 code on the Intel Paragon can be run using the native NX message passing libraries or, alternatively, using MPI, PVM or PICL libraries when OSF/l is the operating system. An implementation for the SUNMOS operating system is also available but is limited by lack of parallel I/O.
IBM SP2
PCCM2.1 may be run on the IBM SP2 with the native IBM message-passing passing library (MPL) or with IBM's implementation of the standard Message Passing Interface (MPI) software. Although the message-passing performance of MPL and MPI is virtually identical, you may prefer one message-passing layer over the other, depending on the libraries available at your installation or your wish to use additional facilities (such as MPE for performance data gathering under MPI).
Whether your program uses MPL or MPI depends on how it was linked at compile time. MPL programs are linked by using mpxlf, which automatically includes the necessary libraries. MPI programs are linked by using mpixlf. Since IBM's MPI runs on top of MPL, the details for running the code are identical in either case.
The following is a sample invocation for running the model on four processors. It shows operational parameters being set using environment variables, some of which are accessed by the IBM Parallel Operating Environment (POE) software. See man poe for additional information. 
Network of Workstations with PVM
To run the code on a network of workstations using the Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) software, the executable pccm2 must be located in the users directory pvmS/bin/$ARCE, where $ARCH specifies the particular machine, eg. RSGK. Since passing environment variables through PVM is a bit tricky, the user should either specify the location of the binary files directly in the namelist file or provide links to the appropriate files in the users home directory. Output will be written to the users home directory.
To start a PVM session, it is assumed that PVM has been installed on a cluster of workstations (or the MPP) and that appropriate links and modifications to path statements have been made. The user starts the PVM console by typing pvm in some window. This responds with a prompt and allows the user to add machines, i.e. other workstations, defining the virtual machine. In another window, the user executes the pccm2 code which will spawn the pccmd on the other processors of the virtual machine. Logically, the program is still defined on a mesh of processors though, in fact, the virtual machine may consist of a heterogeneous collection of processors linked with a local area network.
Further information on PVM may be found by browsing http: //www.epm.ornl.gov/pvm/ .
PCCM2.1 may also be used under MPI on networks of IBM or other vendor's workstations. Consult http: //www.mcs.anl .gov/mpi/ for information on obtaining and installing MPICH, the publicly available version of MPI, and for running parallel programs under this version.
Output from Parallel Model
Three types of output are to be expected from a production run of the PCCM2.1: model history output (binary), restart data (binary) and printed diagnostic information. There are a number of differences between the standard CCM2 output files and what can be expected in a MPP environment. These differences are largely due to the lack of standards (defacio or otherwise) in parallel output operations. Each vendor provides a machine specific solution to the problem of efficient output and in the hope of providing a production quality implementation we have endeavored to take advantage of these solutions.
Printed Output
The printed output of the code is found in the file pccm.od.0000. The suffix indicates that the file is written from processor (0,O) of the logical mesh. It consists of version information, From these values one can determine the progress of the run and whether something is amiss.
Also included in the printed output is information about the contents of history tapes written at each history tape output. Finally, the "END OF MODEL RUN" message is printed with summary information.
The other print file generated by the PCCM2 code is pccm.error.0000. Error messages to unit 0, the standard error unit, are included in this file. Also timing information for each time step is included if the INTERVALTIMER has been enabled. pccm.od.0000 and pccm.error.0000 files are output from processor (0,O) of the logical processor mesh. Output from other processors is sent to /dev/nuZZ and is therefore unavailable. It has been found that opening output files on every processor will crash or hang many MPP systems. For debugging purposes, this option is still included as a compile time option, but is not supported in the standard configuration.
Both the

History Output
Note: The CCM2 Users Documentation refers to "history volumes" (or sometimes "history tapes") and "history files." A CCM "history volume" ("history tape") refers t o a file created by the model as it runs; such a file consists of output from one or more history periods (in other words, it is a file in ordinary computing terminology). A CCM "history file" is the data in a volume for one period; it is thus a logical subset of the data in a volume. The following discussion uses the CCM2 terminology unless specifically indicated.
PCCM2 history output volumes are identical in structure to those written by the NCAR CCM2. The model history volumes may be written by the parallel model in one of two modes, either volume-complete (a single file containing data from all processors) or volume-decomposed (multiple files containing spatially decomposed partial data that, when combined, contain the complete set of data for the volume).
Volume-complete mode exactly duplicates CCM2 history output format and requires no additional postprocessing to recompose history output. One processor (or a subset of processors) collects data from the other processors and then writes the history output by using the standard Fortran write mechanism for unformatted (binary) data. The parallel 1/0 implementation on the Intel Paragon uses the parallel file system (PFS) facilities. The write, though actually in parallel from a number of processors, is to a single binary file. The PFS software manages the file pointers in an appropriate fashion. History volumes are named hdddd, in accordance with the CCMP User's Guide, where dddd is the number of the history volume. In volume-complete mode, the PCCM2 namelist settings to specify history frequency and the number of history writes per volume are the same as CCM2.
Volume-decomposed mode is specified by setting the namelist variable PARHIST to .TRUE.. In this mode, each processor row writes its set of local latitude records in a separate partial history volume. Later, the partial volumes may be combined to generate a complete history volume, or they may be left in partial history volume form (if postprocessing software can handle this). This mode provides a simple method of exploiting parallel 1/0 on systems where processors can write to different devices. For example, on the IBM SP2, processors may write to their local disks or to separate 1/0 nodes if available. In volume-decomposed mode, data for each partial history volume is collected and written by the "western-most" processor in each row of the mesh. In other words, the model generates PP-NPROCLT partial volumes, where PP-NPROCLT is the number of processors decomposing the latitudinal dimension.
The name of a partial history volume is appended with a four-digit processor row-identifier. In volume-decomposed mode, the volume with row identifier "0000" contains the CCM history header and records containing data from the latitudes processed on the first row of processors; the other partial volumes contain no header but only latitude records. In volume-decomposed mode, only one history write is made per volume (equivalent to MFILT = 1 in the namelist). This allows recombination of the output by simple concatenation:
When you are using volume-decomposed mode, the namelist variable NREFRQ should be set higher than the default of 1. Otherwise, the model will generate restart data each time it writes a history file to a volume. A suitable value for NREFRQ when PARHIST is set to .TRUE. is 5. That is, the model will generate restart data after every five history writes. By contrast, in volume-complete mode (PARHIST = .false .), the default number of history writes per file is five (Le., NFILT = 5), so it is not necessary to modify NREFRQ.
Post Processing History Tape Output
History tape output produced by NCAR's CCM2 and the PCCM2 codes have the same format. Files are stored and transferred between machines as binary files due to their large size and written in machine dependent binary formats. A code to translate these binary files between different formats has been written for each architecture which will access these files. Filters which do this binary translation using a FORTRAN-C interface can be compiled on any machine with the R P C library (RFC1050, "Remote Procedure Calls: Protocol Specification", in Network Programming Guide, part no. 800-3850-10, Sun Microsystems, Inc., 2550 Garcia Avenue, Mountain View, CA 94043.) These filters are based on the External Data Representation (XDR) standard (RFC1014, "External Data Representation:Protocol Specification", in Network Programming Guide, part no 800-3850-10, Sun Microsystems, Inc., 2550 Garcia Avenue, Mountain View, CA 94043.) Using these filters, the binary file passed between machines is in XDR format and easily decoded to machine dependent binary format on the desired architecture.
XDR Conversion Filters
Included with the FORTRAN-C source code is a pair of makefiles, "makefile" and 'make.machind', which have been designed t o allow the user to create the executables by simply specifying the architecture (e.g. 'make cray'.) encode: takes as input a machine dependent binary history file and produces an XDR-formatted machine independent binary history file.
decode: takes as input an XDR-formatted machine independent binary history file and produces a machine dependent binary history file.
For example, to convert a history file, h0001, to the xdr format, use %encode hOOO1
This will produce the file h0001.xdr. To produce a machine binary from an XDR file, eg. h0001.xdr1 use %decode hOOOi
Restarts
PCCM2, like CCMB, can periodically save restart data. The restart data can be used to restart the model and resume execution. This feature is useful both for safeguaxding against crashes and for extending beyond what was previously simulated. The NESTEP parameter in the namelist file can be increased and the simulation continued beyond what had been originally set as the last time step. Restart data consists of a save of much of the model's state data, considerably more than just history (output) data. This is because intermediate values such as tendencies must be restored so that the model can continue on a restart as if the run had not been interrupted. If the restart does not occur at the same frequency as the calculation of radiation absorptivities and emissivities (RADABS), the data set is considerably larger because this information must be saved in the restart files as well.
Generating Restart Data
Restart data is generated automatically as the simulation progresses, at an interval determined by the setting of namelist variables.
NHTFRQ -This specifies the number of simulation hours (or time steps) between each history write.
MFILT -This specifies the number of history writes that make up a history volume.
NREFRQ -This specifies the number of completed history volumes between each restart write. 0 NINAVG -This allows the user to specify monthly averaging of history output, which also changes restart behavior. Restarts with monthly averaging are described separately in Section 5.3.3.
The number of restarts generated for a given length of simulation is determined by the number of complete history volumes written, which is in turn determined by the number of history writes per history volume, which is in turn determined by the number of history writes per hour of simulation. The default settings for these variables are as follows. BHTFRQ = -24, MFILT = 5, BREFRQ = I, BIIAVG = 'A', These default settings result in the output of restart data every five model days. History is output every 24 model hours (NHTFRQ = -24), a history "volume" is finished every 5 outputs (MFILT = 5), and restart data is generated after every 1 completed volume (NREFRQ = 1).
If, instead, one wishes to keep the same restart generation frequency but have only one history write per volume, the settings are as follows. BHTFRQ = -24, HFILT = I, NREFRQ = 5, BINAVG = 'A', Restart files. Each time the model generates a restart data, it generates a so-called Master Regeneration Data Set: a file whose name is rdddd, where dddd is the number of the restart (starting at 1 for an initial run). The Master Regeneration Data Set contains model state data that is duplicated (as opposed to decomposed) over processors in the parallel model. It is written by processor 0 (zero). In addition to the Master Regeneration Data Set, the model writes a Primary Restart Data Set, which is contained in one file (on a Paragon) or multiple files, one per processor (other platforms). The name of the Primary Restart Data file in the single file case is rdddd.A. In the case of multiple restart files, the name is rdddd.A.pppp where pppp is the processor identifier. The multifile Primary Restart Data may be recombined into a single file by using simple concatenation. Alternating restart files. By default, PCCM2 generates restart data sets in sequence: rO001, r0002, r0003, and so forth as the model runs. However, if only the most recent restarts are needed, PCCM2 can generate them in alternating mode to save space. Setting the namelist variable ACCRST to .FALSE. causes the model to write and overwrite only two restart data sets, switching back and forth between them. Namelist ACCRST= .TRUE.
ACCRST=. FALSE.
Sequence of File names Generated r0001, r0002, r0003 ,... r0000, r0001, rOOOO ,... History regeneration data sets. Unlike CCM2, PCCM2 acquires all information for the restarted run from the namelist and from the restart data sets; it does not read previously generated history files, nor does it write or read history regeneration restart files. History regeneration runs and restarts within averaged periods are not supported.
Restarting the Model
PCCMZ supports restart and branch runs. History regeneration runs are not supported. The difference between a restart and a branch is that a restart will number subsequent history and restart files as if the run had simply continued from the point of the restart. A branch, on the other hand, starts numbering of the history and restart files at the beginning. Because all model settings come from the restart files and from the namelist files (not from previously written history files or regeneration files), there is no other substantive difference between a restart run and a branch run with the parallel model.
A restart run is specified by setting the namelist variable NSREST to 1 (one). A branch run specified with a value of 3 (three). (For an initial run, the setting of NSREST is 0 (zero)). If a restart or branch is specified, the model opens the Master and Primary restart data sets whose base name is specified by the string-valued namelist variable NREVSN. For example, to restart from the files r0009 and r0009.A, specify
The model can be restarted directly from the per-processor restart files (r0009.A.0000, r0009.A.0001, and so on) provided the restart run is on the same number of processors as the original run.
Adding '*' to the value of NREVSN HREVSX = 'r0009*', indicates that you are restarting from the file r0009. The Intel PFS restart file is also specified with a * even though it is a single file. This is because it is written from all nodes simultaneously.
When restarting on a number of processors different from the original run, you must combine the Primary Restart Data in a single file (see above) and leave the '*' off the NREVSN string.
If NSREST is 0 (zero) for an initial run, the setting of NREVSN is ignored.
Restart files generated by CCM2 cannot be used to restart PCCM:! or vice versa. The structure of the records in PCCM2 is vertical column oriented, with all fields associated with a column of grid points grouped together on output. Since restarting on a different number of processors will involve a different allocation of columns to processors this allows efficient, parallel input of the checkpoint/restart data.
Restarts and Monthly Averaging
PCCM2 supports monthly averaging on the primary history tape. This is specified in the namelist by setting the value of NINAVG to the string value 'Q' for the primary history tape:
In monthly average mode, PCCM2 writes the primary history data set only once each month. Restart data sets are written at this time as well. Naming of the monthly averaged history volumes and restart data sets differs from normal history output mode. Each volume is named as described in the following on-line documentation in the NCAR release of CCM2.1.
The file naming convention of the monthly average history tape will be of the form mm-yy (mm=month, yy=year). All monthly average restart files will also contain the month and year as part of their names. For example, a monthly average history tape for the month of December during model year 0 will have the file name 12-00. The primary regeneration file that goes with the December average will be r12-OO.A.
In addition, if PARHIST = .TRUE. in the nameiist, the monthly restart history volumes will be written in volume-decomposed mode: processor row numbers will be appended to the file names. Midmonthly restarts are not supported in the parallel model; monthly average restart files are written at the same time monthly average history is written. As with restart files in normal history mode, the monthly average restart files are written one file per processor.
PCCMZ Internals
This section describes building the code: the compilation and specification of compile time options for the parallel code. Described are how to specify the resolution, the number of processors and dimensions of the logical processor mesh for running the code, the execution and algorithmic options specifying different parallel algorithms in the code.
Building the Model
The basic model parameters controlling the setup of the code (not the physical parameters of the model) are specified in the file para9ns.h. This file is included in the source of every routine and must be modified before compilation for a given machine. Current machine options for PCCM2 are INTEL, Rs6000, SUN and CRAY.
The source code in .F files must be run through a preprocessing step with /lib/cpp to pull out those sections of code appropriate to the build configuration. The preprocessing step produces .f files which are then compiled and linked to produce the executable. A makefile is provided which contains particular machine compilation options. It is necessary to edit the makefile only once for each computing platform. The location of message passing libraries and optimization options are set in the makefile.
PP-PCCM: The parallel model is obtained by defining PP-PCCM. All modifications to the sequential code for parallelism have been surrounded by #ifdef PP-PCCM ...# endif.
PP-TRIANG-TRUNC: A triangular spectral truncation specifies the horizontal resolution of the model. The default set in pararns.h is T42, but a variety of other resolutions are also supported. From the triangular truncation the number of grid points in the longitudinal direction, PP-GLON, and the number of grid points in the latitudinal direction, PP-GLAT, are defined. The number of levels, PP-PLEV, is always set at 18 to match the physics parameterizations.
PP-NPROCLT: The number of processors to be used in the latitude direction. The number of processors must evenly divide the number of latitudes, PP-GLAT. We also require that at least 2 latitudes per processor be configured. This allows an efficient Legendre transform taking advantage of the symmetry of the spherical harmonics.
PP-NPROC-LN: This must be a power of two and for the distributed FFT algorithms, the PP-GLAT/PP-NPROCLT must be greater than or equal to four.
PP-NPROC: The total number of processors used in the execution of the model will be PP-NPROCI/T*PP-NPROC-LN. INTEL use of the developers.
Code Structure
The code structure is designed to permit easy portability to other parallel platforms as well as ease of modification for climate researchers. Both the computer science / parallel computing community and the climate research community are served by the design. In addition, we have put a great deal of effort into the optimization of code for good parallel performance.
For the climate researcher who wants to modify the physics parameterizations, we note that the "physics" routines are almost identical to those in CCMZ. To make a change in the physics no regard for parallelism should be required. The radiation and adjustment calculations associated with a column of the atmosphere are performed entirely on processor. This is also true of surface processes associated with any given point.
The parallel programming paradigm used is single program, multiple data (SPMD) with explicit message passing. A generic message passing functionality has been assumed based on SEND, RECV, SWAP and BCAST, which are then implemented in a machine or message specific library. Message passing implementations are available for MPI (Message Passing Interface), PVM (Parallel Virtual Machine), PICL (Portable, Instrumented Communication Library), MPL (IBM Native), and NX (Intel Native). Porting the code to another platform or message passing system should be as easy as providing the proper interface to the low level routines.
Since input and output continue to be a source of frustration for parallel computer users, we have implemented an option where all reading and writing is done from a single node (processor zero). The single node 1/0 should work on any parallel computer, but perhaps, not at the performance level necessary for production runs. We also provide for parallel, optimized 1/0 on the supported platforms. Since there are not 1/0 standards for distributed memory parallel programming, a new port will necessarily require some effort optimizing the I/O. The call tree of the PCCMB is essentially unchanged from CCM2. A significant exception to this is the elimination of the routine LINEMS. This routine has been split into PHYSICS and XFORM to accommodate blocked FFT's and transpose algorithms for the parallel spectral transform. The effect has been t o separate the physics computation from the transforms.
Examining the data structures used in the PCCM2, the user will observe that the major 3d arrays in common /com3d/ have been modified. A new subscript has been added to account for the hemisphere (l=S, 2=N). They now define extra points for interpolation in SCANlA and for processor overlap information used in SCANlA for the semi-Lagrangian method. In general, modifications to data structures reflect the local processors data size and not the global problem data size. This effects a decomposition of the data among the processors.
PCCM2 Routines
Many of the CCM2 routines have been drastically altered in the migration to PCCMP. This is particularly true of routines having to do with spectral transforms and the dynamics calculation. This section collects comments on individual routines. It is not an exhaustive list of routines modified but may prove helpful for researchers who wish to explore the code and make modifications to the algorithms.
CCM2: A call to PARLYZ has been added to initialize the parallel versions processor configuration. STEPDRV, called from CCM2, is now the driver routine for STEPON to allow dynamic memory allocation of the history buffer.
INIDAT: The first spectral transform takes place in this routine. The FFT routines are called along with the SPETRU routine which performs the spectral truncation. These sections are completely reworked for parallelism. The accumulation of the global statistics for DRY MASS and MASS OF MOISTURE are computed in INIDAT. This section of code ensures that these global statistics will be exactly the same (bit-for-bit) regardless of the number of processors used in the computation. See the reproducibility discussion above.
SCAN: The latitude loop in SCAN1 has been split into two parts. The first calculates physics (calls PHYSDRV) for all latitudes on the processor. Then FFT's are performed on all the latitudes simultaneously allowing efficient block and transpose algorithms to be employed. The second latitude loop transforms to spectral space (calls XFORMDRV).
Since the global integrals of the prognostic fields are computed in SCAN1, there is are constructs to ensure reproducibility of the sum on different numbers of processors. This makes the code look somewhat more complicated than the standard version.
SCANIA: The SLT calls are in SCANIA. The major change is the addition of an hemisphere index to the extended field arrays. This provides storage of the overlap regions between processors.
BANDIJ: The output of this routine is now a local latitude index in the extended field array. When something is wrong in the physics it often shows up first with an excessive wind which blows departure points out of the range of the overlap region. An error message is printed from BANDIJ when this occurs.
OVRLAP: The message passing for the semi-Lagrangian update of the overlap regions is done in this routine. OVRLAP is called from SLTINI which is executed once per timestep. The overlap region can be increased or decreased by modifying the parameter nxpt in pmgn'd.com. The amount of data sent for the overlap is dynamically varied depending on the wind conditions at a given latitude up to the maximum specified by nxpt.
RFTLON: This is the wrapper for all the FFT routines and parallel algorithms. There is no restriction in the FFT's on power of two points.
-SCANB: The global integrals involved in the moisture calculation are performed in SCAN2. Due to reproducibility considerations this routine contains added parallel constructs for the global sums. The spectral synthesis of SCAN2 is performed in SPEGRD.
PCCM2 CODING STANDARDS
The following rules guide the coding style used in CCM2 and the PCCMS implementation.
Common blocks in include files. Only named common should be used with one common block and associated declarations per include file. Data items in a common block must be ordered by type, with long items first to avoid alignment problems.
No GO TO or computed GOT0 statements. IMPLICIT NONE Variables should be typed using the default FORTRAN 77 typing for readability. Integers should begin with the letters (i-n) and reals should begin with (a-hyo-z). Complex quantities should be clearly identified, variable names that begin with a (c) or (z) are preferred. Parameter variables should begin with (p)
The use of parameter variables is encouraged. Parameter variables should be used directly in the code.
Comments for each subroutine should clearly identify what variables are input to the subroutine and not changed and what variables are output or changed on exit.
Modularity
The goal of modularity is to obtain code that is easily read and modified. For CHAMMP this is particularly important for the addition of new or modified physics. The need for standardized interfaces has been recognized for some time. In particular see, [Pielke, R.A. and Arrit, R.W., (1984) "A proposal to standardize models" in Bull. Am. Met. SOC. 65: 10821
Physics Modules
The parallel model adopts the use of columnar physics modules that are "plug compatible". The CHAMMP development group adopts the guidelines set forth in "Rules for Interchange of Physical Parameterizations" , by Kalnay, Kanamitsu, Pfaendtner, Sela, Suarez, Stackpole, Tuccillo, Umscheid and Williamson. These rules are duplicated for reference purposes. 0 A package shall refer only to its own subprograms and the ANSI FORTRAN intrinsic functions.
A package shall provide separate set-up and running procedures, each with a single entry point. All initialization of static data must be done in the set-up procedure, and the running procedure shall not modify the static data. 0 All communication with the package shall be through the argument list at the entry points.
The package shall not use blank COMMON 0 Arguments shall be clearly documented. In particular, data items shall be defined in physical terms, and identified as being: (1) needed on input and not changed, (2) needed on input and modified, (3) simply output, or (4) workspace; and EXTERNAL subprograms shall be described in detail. All data shall be in SI units. As point physics methods are developed these should also be plug-compatible with the appropriate extension and modification of the above rules.
